Our Laser – The Quanta Q- Plus C
Finally in Canada!
It is the very latest in tattoo removal laser technology and it’s here at The Tattoo Removal Place.
The Quanta Q- Plus C Laser System is the most advanced, strongest, safest Q-switched laser
system that offers three wavelengths to handle the shattering of all colours, like pastel greens, blues,
black, dark blue, orange and reds.
A lot of research went into the decision of choosing the
Quanta Q- Plus C laser versus other lasers. I want to offer my
clients the very best results possible with today’s technology.
What that means is, there is a very good chance that your
tattoo can be removed 100% with no skin damage at all. For
this reason I chose this laser, bad results won’t do me any
favors. Tell your friends your experience here. All the tattoo
shops around Barrie will be grateful that they now have some
fresh skin to apply a quality tattoo instead of another cover up.
There are many reasons why you may want your tattoo
removed. It may be because it’s old, it has distorted over time,
it is in the wrong place, what ever. Maybe you just want your
tattoo faded. Do your research and you will find that Quanta
and The Tattoo Remover Place has the only laser on the
market to offer their clients the best chance to remove the
tattoo totally without blistering or scarring and that means less
chance of infections and a quicker healing time.

Advantages to being treated by the Quanta Q- Plus C Laser System are:
- Less chance of blistering
- Less chance of scaring
- Able to shatter all colours
- Optibeam Square Spot Technology
- High repetition rate
- 3 wavelengths including the Ruby crystal
- Higher power means less sessions to remove tattoo
Is there a reason to go anywhere else? It is worth your time to check around and compare, find the
best place that can. Then we’ll see you at The Tattoo Removal Place. After all it is your skin.

